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Length ______ _ 
Time __ ______ _ 
Force _____ ___ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric 
Unit 
meter _________________ _ 
second __ ______________ _ 
weight of 1 k ilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
s 
kg 
English 
Unit Symbol 
foot (or mile)_________ ft. (or mi.) 
second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of 1 pound_____ lb. 
Power __ _ _____ P kg/m/s_ ___ __ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ horsepoweL _________ _ hp. 
m .p.h. 
f.p.s. 
Speed {km/h___ ___ _____________ k.p.h. mi. /hL ______________ _ 
-------- ---------- m/s____________________ m.p.s. ft. /sec ___ ____________ _ 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight= mg mk2, Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration k, by proper sub-
script). 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity= 9.80665 
m/s2= 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
W 
m, Mass=-g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg_m- 4 
Area. 
Wing area, etc. 
Gap. 
Span. 
S2) at 15° C. and 750 mm= 0.002378 c, 
(lb.-ft.-4 sec.2) . b2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 S' 
Chord. 
Aspect ratio. 
kg/m3= 0.07651 Ib. /ft.3. J.L , Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed Q, Resultant moment. 
<1, 
L, 
Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~pV2. 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
[2, Resultant angular velocity. 
Vl 
p- ' Reynolds umber, where l is a linear 
J.L dimension. 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= {!s e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, at 15° C., the 
corresponding number is 234,000; 
0, 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt = ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP = ~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
the corresponding number is 274,000. 
0 1" Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of c. p. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
o a, Angle of attack. 
Oc= qS E, Angle of downwash. 
H, Resultant force. a o, Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
~"" Angle of setting of wings (relative to ai, Angle of attack, induced. 
thrust line). aa, Angle of attack, absolute. 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to (Measured from zero lift position.) 
thrust line) . ,¥, Flight path angle. 
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THE N.A.C.A. HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL AND TESTS OF SIX PROPELLER SECTIONS 
By JOHN STACK 
SUM MARY 
This report gil'e a de cription oj the high-speed wind 
tunnel oj the National Advisory Oommittee jor Aero-
nautic. The opel'ation oj the tunnel is also described 
and the method oj presenting the data is given. An 
account oj an inve tigation oj the aerodynamic properties 
oj ix propeller sections i included. 
The tunnel is operated on the induction-j et principle. 
Oompre ed air di charged tlwough an annular nozzle 
urrounding the tunnel doum tream jrom the test section 
induces a }low oj air jrom the atmo phere through the 
test ,ection oj the tunnel where the models are placed. 
The jones on the model are measured by a 3-component 
photo-recm'ding balance. 
The test result included herein comprise measure-
ments oj the lift, drag , and pitching moments oj six air-
joils. The sections cho en jor tests have thickness 
ratios oj 0.06, 0.08, and 0.10; thr e are ba ed on the 
Clark Y profile and three on the R.A.F. 6 profile. The 
te ts were made over a wide speed mnge and jor several 
angles oj attack, varying jrom that oj zero lift to 12°, 
in order to investigate the e.tf ects oj compre ibility on 
the airjoil characteri tics. 
The data obtained indicate that the Clm'k Y airj oil 
are superior to the R.A.F. 6 ailjoils j or propellel' appli-
cations except jor high-pitch propellers operating at 
low values oj V /nD. The effect oj compre ibility on 
the airjoil chamcteristic are large and important. A 
the speed oj the air }lowing pa t an ailjoil is increased 
the lift, drag, and moment coefficients undergo a small 
numerical increase which continues until a compressi-
bility burble occurs. As the speed is increased jurther, 
the breakdoum oj the flow corresponding to the com-
pressibility burble is evidenced by a marked decrease in 
the lift coefficient and a rapid increa e in the dmg 
coefficient. The speed at which the compressibility 
burble occurs is dependent on the angle oj attack and 
the airfoil thickness; increasing either causes the com-
pressibility burble to occur at lower speeds. A com-
parison oj these data with the theoretical work oj Giauert 
and Ackeret as regards the nature and amount oj the 
effects oj compressibility on the lift-cul've slope sub-
stantiates the theory j or speeds below that at which the 
compressibility burble occurs. 
A computation oj propeller characteristics based on 
these results is compared with the experimental results 
on a jull-scale propeller. The reasons jor differences 
a~e discussed and recommendations jor juture work are 
gwen. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ad\Tantage of model te ting as an aid to the 
olution of full-scale problems are often neutralized by 
the inaccurate reproduction of the full- cale flow in the 
model test. The conditions which must be fulfilled in 
the model te t so that the re ults may be directly 
applicable to the full- cale problem are twofold. First, 
the model must be geometrically similar to the full-scale 
object-a condition u ually obtained-and second, the 
model flow pattern mu t be sinlllar to the full-scale flow 
pattern-a condition generally not fulfilled. The prin-
cipal factor that determine Dow imilarity are the Rey-
nold J umber p nil;. and the compre ibility factor 
F/Ve where Ve i the yelocity of ound in the gas. The 
fir t of the e two factors, the Reynold umber, 
expre e the ratio of the ma force to the vi cou 
force in the fluid. It i e sential that thi ratio have 
the ame value for the model flow a for the full- cale 
flow. The second factor, the ratio of the velocity of 
the body to th -velocity of ound in the ga V/V" 
indicate to what extent the flow is afrected by the 
com pre sibility of the ga. For mo t applications the 
effect of -variation in the yalue of thi ratio are 
negle ted becau e the -velocitie of the air tream in 
most wind tunnels are of the ame order of magnitude 
a th yelocitie of mo t aircraft and the efl'ect of the 
difference in the value of thi factor between the 
model flow and the full- cale Dow is therefore small. 
In addition, the peed common to most aircraft are 
low 'with re pect to the velo ity of olmd in air and the 
corre ponding pre ure dillerence are lil\:ewise small. 
A knowledge of the compressibility phenomenon is 
e entia], however, becau e the tip speeds of propell er 
now in u e are commonly in the neighborhood of the 
velocity of sound. Further, the peeds that have been 
attained by racing airplanes are as high a half the 
velocity of ound. Even at ordinary airplane speeds 
the effect of compr ibility hould not be di regarded 
if accurate mea urements are de ired. 
3 
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ome data on the effects of compre sibility are 
already available. EiI.]leriments on propellers rotated 
at very high speed have demon trated that large det-
rimental effects are to be expected as the tip speed ap-
proaches the speed of sound. These experiments, 
al though of immediate practical value, are not well 
suited for a study of the compressibility phenomena. 
Effort to provide more uitable data have also been 
made. Airfoil have been te ted a t high peed , but 
the experiments have been conducted under unfavor-
able circum tances. The large amount of power re-
quired to dl'i ve a tream of air at very high speeds lla 
nece itated the u e of mall wind tunnels, the charac-
te ristics of which were often unknown. Furthermore, 
the size of the models being large in relation to the 
ize of the wind tunnels, the test results are subject to 
large conections which are in themselves problematical. 
In order to provide more suitable mean for tudying 
compressibility phenomena, the National Advi 1'y 
Committee for Aeronautics has constructed a compara-
tively large clo ed-throat high- peed wind tunnel. 
The tunnel, which wa designed to u tilize comprc ed 
air from the .A.C.A. variable-density wind tunnel 
as a ource of motive power , was the outgrowth of ex-
periments dealing with thru t augmentors for jet pro-
pulsion (reference 1). High-velocity compressed-aiel' 
jets were employed to induce a flow of the surroundinO' 
air through the augmenting devices. The re ult 
indicated that it was po sible to apply the principles 
of the induction jet to the development of a high- peed 
wind tunnel. The calculation leading to the pre-
liminary de ign were tarted in July 1927. After a 
series of model te ts, a 12-inch diameter open-tlU'oat 
high-speed tunnel wa constructed in April 192 . 
Further developments were carried out with this tunnel 
from which the present closed-throat tunnel wa 
finally evolved. 
The .A.C.A. high-speed wind tunnel has several 
advantages over previo u device. The diameter of 
the tunnel i large compared to previous tunnel in 
which high-speed test have been made. The flow 
past the model is relatively nonturbulent, ince the 
ai.r stream in the tunnel throat is compo ed entirely 
of air t aken directly from the atmo phere. Moreover, 
the models extend through the wall and are supported 
outside the ail' tream, thus eliminating the effect of 
support interference. everal airfoils have been 
tested in this tunnel and this report present a de-
scription of the tunnel, together with the result of 
tests on ix airfoil having commonly used propeller 
sections. The data presented compri e the result of 
tests made over a wide speed range and the e data 
have been analyzed with a view toward demon trating 
the compres ibility effects and their relation to de ign 
problems. 
'----"-------------
1. DESCRIPTIO OF TUNNEL 
The high-speed wind tunnel is similar in form to 
mo t ventill'i-type wind tunnels. There are, however, 
important differences in i ts characteristics and equip-
ment, which arise in part from its purpo e and in part 
from the method of operation. The novel feature 
are the large speed range which extends up to the 
velocity of ound when there is no model in the tunnel, 
the drive system, and the automatic-recording balance 
1I ed to measure the force . 
Arrangement.-The general arrangement of the 
tunnel i shown in figures 1 and 2. Compre ed air 
from the variable-density wind tunnel is piped to 
the high-pres ure chamber and discharged through 
the annular nozzle shown in figure 2. The jet from 
tlus nozzle induces a flow of air from the atmosphere 
tlu'ough the lower portion of the tunnel, where the 
model i placed on a photorecording balance a 
hown in figure 2. The atmospheric air mixes with 
the high-pressure air in the diffuser which conduct 
the air outside through the roof of the buildinO'. 
The balance and the lower portion of the tlmnel 
are enclosed in an airtight wooden chamber which 
i supported by a metal framework fa tened to the 
floor of the building as hown in figUl'e 1. Access to 
the tunnel and balance is obtained by removing two 
opposite sides of the chamber. One half of the test 
ection is al 0 removable in order to facilitate mount-
ing the model. 
Tunnel air passages.- The entrance cone is 17.67 
inches long and 11 inches in diameter at its junction 
with the test section. Six vanes, which extend from 
the floor to the plane of the mouth of the entrance 
cone, are provided to prevent twisting of the air 
stream at the entrance cone. The te t section is 
7 inches long, and is made slightly divergent to 
reduce the axial static-pressure gradient. The in-
cluded angle between the walls of the exit cone is 
4.6°; the portion tapered at this angle is 13J{6 inche 
and ends in an abrupt step just below the annular 
nozzle. The diffu er is 19 feet 10 inches long and 
the included angle between diametrically opposite 
elements is 4.8°. 
Power supply.- The motive power for the air 
stream is provided by compressed air from the vari-
a.ble-density wind tlmnel. At the end of a test at 
high values of the Reynolds Nunlber in this tunnel 
a relatively large supply of air at high pre sure is 
avail able. The compressed air is piped to the cham-
ber smroLlnding the annular nozzle shown in figure 
2 and discharged tlu-ougb the nozzle. The high-
pressure chamber and the nozzle are of ca t steel. 
The nozzle has a minimum annular opening of 0.06 
inch and a divergent portion Hi6 inches long. The 
total angle of divergence is 11.1°. 
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TUNNEL CH AR ACTERISTICS 
Velocity and pressure distribution.-Figure 3 indi-
cates the dynamic-pressure variation across the 
tunnel along the quarter-chord position of the model. 
The variation is less than ± 0.5 percent. The direc-
tional variation of the air flow is believed to be les 
ratio is therefore defined as the quotient of the 10.-
netic energy of the air passing through the test section 
in a unit time divided by the power due to adiabatic 
expansion of the high-pressure air. The value for 
the tunnel as operated varies considerably over the 
speed range but at a speed 0.5 Vc the value is 1.6. 
FIG URE I.- General view of lhe higb-speed wind lunnel. 
than ± J,j0. Figure 4 shows the small tatic-pressure 
gradient. 
Energy ratio.- The energy ratio i difficult to 
determine for this type of tunnel becau e of the un-
certainty of the value of the power input. For 
comparative purposes, however, the power input i 
taken as the rate of work due to an adiabatic ex-
pansion of the high-pressure air from the pressure in 
the reservoir to atmospheric pressure_ The energy 
DESCRlPTIO OF THE BALANCE 
General.- The balance must measure the large range 
of force re ul ting from the wide peed range over 
which te t are made, and it must be automatic 
recording because the allowable time for ob ervation 
is short. The balance measures the lift, drag, and 
pitching moment by multiplying and recording the 
deflection of steel springs (cantilever beam type) to 
which the forces arc transmitted. Thc essential parts 
j 
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-prf!!ssure air Jet. 
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F IGU HE 2.- Diagrammati e section of the bigh-speed wi nd tun nel. 
A, balance fra me 
S, crad le 
C, rotata ble yoke for cha nging angle of " llack 
D , spri n7s 
E, dash POL 
F, JeLl S and mirror cOJl tui ncr 
G , N .A . . A. pressure cell 
H, source Ii ~h t 
I, film dri ve: motor 
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consist of a cast-iron craelle in which is mounted a yoke 
Lo which the model i attached, the linkages necessary 
1,0 LransrrU t the forces 1,0 the teel prings, and a camera 
for multiplying and recording the deflections of the 
pnng. 
Linkages and knife-edges.- The balance is shown in 
figures 2 and 5. The cradle extends around one half 
of the tunnel and contain a rotatable yoke to which 
the model is secured . The cradle upports consist 
of three vertical rods, one of which is directly connected 
to one of the balance spring . The other two rods are 
connected to ends of a fork- haped level' above the 
cradle. The lever is supported at it center and the 
other end is connected to another of the balance 
spnngs. Horizontal movement is constrained by two 
1.4 
I.t? 
i I J I -,.-f--
I I I I ~ I ~ ~ - \ I I I I ~ 
-L I I I T I /.0 
I 
I 
I 
+- + 
I 
I 
.4 1 
'- -- i ,-
- r-
I 
06 4 2 <t 2 4 6 
Distance from tunnel axis along quarter- chord 
axis of model, inches 
FIGURE 3.-Ratio of dynamic pressure at the test section to the dilJerence between 
the atmospberic pressure and tbe pressure at the static,pressure orifices for ve· 
locity equal to O. V,. 
rod, one on either side of the cradle, which are con-
nected through a truss to the third balance prinO'. 
The lift linkage transmits the horizontal 01' lift forces 
from the balance cradle to thc spring at the real' of Lhe 
balance. The drag and moment linlmges are in ter-
acting. The draO' is the algebraic s lim of the force 
in the thrce vertical support . The forward upp rt 
arc parallel to the tunnel axis and their axe are in a 
vertical pl ane which pa es th rough the axi of the 
tunnel and the quarter-chord linc of the model. The 
force in the e support arc tran nutted through a fork , 
which is mounted on the balance frame above the 
cradle, to the deflecting pring shown at the top of the 
diagl'nm (fig. 2). Therefore, if moments arc tnken 
about the line joining Lhe inter cction of the horizontal 
and vertical linkages on either side of the tunnel, the 
forces in these linkages will not contribute to th 
moment. 'rhe force in Lhe rear support, which i 
connected to another denecting spring, gives the 
moment directly . 
In tead of the usual knife-edges, the balance linlcag s 
are connected by means of Emery knife-edges which 
are actually thin steel deflecting strips joining the 
member (figs . 2 and 5). 
Springs.-All three balance springs are of the ame 
general form, varying principally in their ize, which i 
determined by the magnitude of the forces to be 
meas ured. They are canLilever beams of rectangular 
cro s section, constructed of heat-treated steel, and 
have a short length of reduced thickness to localize the 
deflection. They are mounted on heavily reinforced 
pedestals on the rigid balance frame and are held in 
place by dowels and screws. The thickness of the 
pring is such that the deflections corresponding to the 
large t forces encountered are of the order of 0.005 inch. 
Recording system.-Owing to the small deflection 
of the balance prings, the recording system mu t 
provide a large multiplication. A further req uiremenL 
.20 l/"k:, 0.40 l/ V. l ~.64 I 1/ ,~ = 6.91 
~<l~' I oO:::;~;~==:~~--+_' -+"""",,~~y=-F-=-=~:g:I-:..::-=.::±; "_, ._ ~Jr-.... Jt=f~=i4 
1" 4" I K' I I = 
-. I 0 2':--'-----''--c-/''-:4--'----'--'--2~----~-'4 
Upstream Downstream 
Location from c/4 post!ion of model, In Inches 
along axis of funnel 
FIGURE 4.-Ralio of tbe cbange in the absolu te static pressure from that at tbe 
model position to the dynamic pressure. 
i the provision for sensitivity control; that i, orne 
ea y mean of increa ing the multiplication so that 
good accuracy may be maintained when Lhe forces arc 
comparatively mail, snch a tho e encountered at 
very low peed and low angle of attack. In addition, 
i t i nece sary to record the force automatically 
becau. e of the hart time dm'inO' which observation 
mu t be made. 
The O'eneral arrangement of the recording system is 
hown in figlll'e 2 and 5. Long arms arc fa tened to the 
balance pring. At the end of the e arm a bu hing 
is mounted in which a stylus i eccentrically fitted . 
By rotation of the bu hing the multiplication of the 
beam movement can be altered. The stylus is in con-
tact with a pivoted mirror which i thus actuated by 
the movement of the balance prings. uitable damp-
ing i pJ'o vided by means of da hpots connected to the 
pring arm . A source of light and uitable lenses are 
provided 0 that light is reflected by the mirrors to a 
moving film. The film i driven by a small electric 
motor through a train of O'ear which permit three 
peed variations. The SOUl' e light and the film drive 
lIre can Lrolled from the exterior of the balance anci 
tunnel chambcr. 
---- ----- -
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Model support .- The model is mounted in jaws at 
t he ends of the yoke. It is located by means of dowels 
so that the line joining the intersections of the hori-
zontal and vertical linkages coincides with the quartel'-
chord a:A'i of the model. The angle of attack is changed 
by rotating the yoke, which is arranged to turn abo ut 
an axis through the intersection of the horizontal and 
vertical linkages. The yoke is fixed at various angles 
by means of a pin which projects from the yoke into 
holes in the graduated q Llad rant shown in figure 2. 
The model extends across the tunnel and through 
holes in the tunnel wall. In order t.o reduce the flow 
into the tunnel from the dead-air space and to reduce 
interference with the air flow, these holes are cover d 
with specially designed end plates shown in figure 6. 
The end plates are made of thin bra s and are circular 
in form. They fit into recesses cut in the tunnel wall 
F IGURE 5.- The high·speed wind LUnnel balance. 
al'olmd the edaes of the holes and are sufT1ciently 
fl exible so tha t they can bend a the angle of attack is 
changed and thus rnaintain the contour of the walls. 
Holes of the same hape as the airfoil sec Lion but slightly 
laraer are cut in the end plates to provide }\6-inch 
clearance 0 that the model and the end plates cannqt 
touch. The end plates arc held in po ition by six 
U-shaped piece. One side of each piece is soldered to 
the end pIa te and the oth.er ide carrie a crew which is 
turned down again t a ledge on the out ide wall of the 
tUlmel as shown in figure 6. The end pIa te can be 
turned with the model a the angle of aLtack is changed 
by loosening the screws in the U- haped pieces. A 
telltale lamp is provided which ligh ts if the model 
makes contact with the end plates during ate t. 
TUN EL CALIBRATIONS 
Dynamic pressure and velocity determination .-
The dynami pressLlre and velocity arc computed from 
13 ern 0 II ill i 's eq untion for a eomprcssible fluid. The 
equation is 
where the subscript a denotes atmospheric condition, 
the subscript s denotes conditions at the test section of 
the tunnel, F denotes the pressure in the fluid, V e is 
the velocity of sound in the fluid for the conditions 
at the test section, and k is the ratio of the specific 
heats for air, numerically equal to 1.4. The formula is 
derived by substituting the pressure-density relation 
for adiabatic flow in the general form of the Bernouilli 
equation. A detailed derivation of this formula is 
given in reference 2 (p. 15). A more convenient form 
FIGURE D.- Vicw showing tunoel-wall fiWng and airfoilmOllnting. 
of the foregoing equation for use when V ./V , is Ie s 
than unity is obtained by expanding in the series 
Fa= Fs+ ~Ps v.f 1 + i(~:Y + 410(~:Y + 16100(~:r · -] 
This is Lhe form u ed to compute the dynamic pres ure, 
which is therefore 
1(Vs)2 1 (V8)< 1 (V.)6 
1 + 4 Vc +40 V e + 1600 Ve . 
Thc va lues of V. /Ve are computed from the first fo rm 
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of the equation. olving this equation for Vs IVc gives 
Vs / ~_r(p a) !:..-! ] Vc = -V 7C=ll P s k - 1 
The validity of these formulas is dependent primarily 
upon the existence of true adiabatic flow and the 
absence of losses due to friction. The errors induced 
by the first of these assumptions are probably small 
because of the rapidity with which the heat energy of 
the air is converted to kinetic energy. In order to 
check the validity of the formulas, the total pressure 
at the test section has been measured and it was fOlmd 
that its value differed from the atmospheric pressme 
by less than 0.03 percent of the dynamic pressure, 
except for a very small core at the center and a rela-
tively thin layer adjacent to the wall. 
The difference between the static pressure at the test 
. cction and the atmo pheric pressure cannot bc re-
liably determined from a direct measurement d.uring a 
test because of the presence of the model. Accord-
ingly, calibrated static-pressure orifices are used for this 
purpose. Four small holes in the tlillllel walllO inches 
below the location of the quarter-chord aJ...is of the 
model are connected to a manifold which is in turn 
connected to pres me-mea uring devices. The cali-
bration factor is determined from imultaneous mea -
lll'ements of the quantities (Pa- P s) and (Pa- P sp), 
where the subscript sp denotes conditions at the 
static-pressure orifices. The tatic pressure at the 
tc t section is taken as the value l'egi tered by four 
holes in a tube located along the axis of the tllnn e1. 
The hole in the tube are 90° apart and are in the 
horizontal plane which passe tluough the quarter-
chord position of the airfoil model. In order to avoid 
end interference the tube extend fram the relatively 
low velocity region at the mouth of the entrance cone 
to a point 20 )4 inche above the model location. The 
calibration factor as computed from these mea uro-
ments is 
For use in computing te t result both this factor and 
V/Vc are plotted against P a- P sp . The variation of 
these quantities with atmo pheric pressure for con-
stant values of P a - P sp is negligible except at speed 
in the immediate neighborhood of the velooity of sound. 
The only pressure measured dming a test is the 
difference between the atmospheric pre sure and the 
pressure at the static-pressure orifices. Two pressure-
measuring devices are connected to the orifice. A 
single-tube mercury manometer is mounted outside 
the tunnel to provide the operator with means for 
adjusting the speed and measuring the pre sure dif-
ference; a standard .A.C.A. pre ure cell (reference 3) 
mounted on the camera records the pressure difference 
on the film on which the forces are registered. The 
pressure cell serves to check the values observed by the 
702-33-2 
operator and, in addition, gives a record of the air-
flow steadiness while the observations are being taken. 
Balance alinement and calibration.-The alinement 
of the balance linkages with respect to each other is 
fixed by the construction of the balance. Alinement 
of the balance with respect to the air-flow direction is 
obtained by applying an external force in the horizon-
tal or lift direction and adjusting the height of the rear 
base of the balance until the drag balance indicates zero 
force. The air-flow alinement has been checked by 
testing an airfoil in the normal and inverted positions 
FIGURE 7.-Section of photographic record taken from balance. 
and also by te ts of a symmetrical airfoil at positive 
and negative angles of attack. 
The balance calibration is obtained by applying 
known loads in the direction of the various forces by 
means of a specially designed system of levers. The 
deflection corre ponding to these loads are recorded 
on the film and from these data calibration charts are 
constructed. Errors due to misalinement of the 
various levers which comprise the calibrating fixture 
are less than 1 part in 3,000 and the errors in the 
weights used in calibrating are of the order of 1 part 
in 700. 
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A TYPI CAL AI RFOIL TEST 
The Landard airfoil , 2-inch chord, are made of 
metal, usually steel. They are constructed by a 
O'enerating machine which work from a sL'\fold 
templet. The method of construction i described 
in reference 4. The extremities of the airfoil are 
ma hined flat and drilled from a jig to insure accurate 
mounting on the balance. 
The airfoil i mOlmted in the balance and the angle 
of attack is et by means of the pivoted yoke. The 
chamber doors are then clamped in place. The valve 
in the high-pres ure air duct is opened wide and when 
conditions become steady, as indicated by the mercury 
manometer, ob ervations are taken. Lower peed 
are obtained by throttling. The run is continued, 
with interruptions for recording zeros, until the entire 
speed range is covered . The chamber is then opened 
and the angle of attack i changed and the procedure 
as outlined above i ' repeated . The number of angle 
of attack for which te t can be obtained from one tank 
of air i dependen t on the number of speeds for which 
ob ervations are made. Even when a relatively large 
number of ob ervation for variou speeds are taken, 
complete observations for two angles of attack can be 
made. The twmel operating time required for testing 
an au-foil at one angle of attack over the entire speed 
range is approximately 12 minute. 
The forces and moment are evaluated from the 
photographic record (fi g. 7). The deflections indicated 
on the film are measured by means of a special device 
and the forces corresponding to these deflections are 
read from the calibration charts. The data are then 
reduced to the standard nondimen ional coefficien t 
form. 
P R ESENTATI ON OF D ATA 
The effect of the tunnel walls on the aerodynamic 
characteri tics of airfoils tested in this tlmnel is not 
definitely known or understood. The effect of varia-
tion in the form and clearance of the end plates is 
known to be critical and, accordingly, the end plates 
are very carefully adjusted. Some preliminary test 
with airfoils having different chords indicate that no 
correction need be applied to these data to obtain 
characteristics for infinite aspect ratio. In other 
words, it is believed that the data may be directly 
applied in practical de iO'n problems as airfoil data 
for infinite aspect ratio. 
The data are presented in two graphic forms. The 
first form, which hows directly the effects of compressi-
bility, con i ts of plots of the various coefficient for 
a given angle of attack against V /V c. The other 
form consi ts of plots of the lift coefficient and the 
chag coefficien t against angle of attack for several 
peeds. 
II. TESTS OF SIX COMM ONLY USED PROPELLER AIR-
F OILS AT HIGH SP EEDS 
The prediction of propeller performance is dependent 
to a large extent on an accurate determination of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil section 
which are u ed as the propeller blade ections. Here-
tofore, it has been common practice to adopt the results 
of airfoil tests a t low speeds in conventional wind 
tlmnels for this purpose. The effects of compre i-
bility have usually been neglect ed, because of the lack 
of the information neces ary to establish a valid cor-
rection for this effect. The first series of tests in the 
high-speed wind twmel was performed to provide 
more accurate data on which the design of propellers 
could be based. 
TESTS 
Mo dels.- Of the 6 au-foils te ted, 3 have sections 
based on the R.A.F. 6 section and 3 on the Clark Y 
ection. In each group of three, the airfoil thickne s 
i the major variable. The thickness ratio chosen are 
0.06 , 0.08, and 0.10, and the airfoil profile were ob-
tained by scaling the ordinates of the original airfoil, 
measured from the chord line, in the ratio of the 
desired thickness to the thiclme of the basic section . 
The ordinates are given in table 1. The airfoils are 
de ignated as in reference 5 by a system of numbers and 
a letter. Thus, the designation 3C6 i applied to the 6 
percen t thick Clark Y airfoil. The first number gives 
the location of the ma)..rimum thiclmess in tenths of the 
chord, the letter indicates the basic section from which 
the airfoil i derived, C for the Clark Y and R for the 
R.A.F. 6, and the last numbers give the ma)..rimum 
thickness of the airfoil in percent of the chord. The 
SL" airfoils are then the 3C6, 3C8, 3ClO, 3R6 , 3R8, 
and 3RlO. 
All of the au·foils were of 2-inch chord. Four were 
made of duralumin. The two thinnest airfoils, how-
ever, were made of steel in order to reduce the deflec-
tion of the models uncleI' high lift loads. A detailed 
descrip tion of the method of constructing the airfoil 
is given in reference 4. 
Method of testing.- Because of the large range of 
forces involved in te ting the airfoils over a wide 
angle-of-attack range and a wide speed range, the 
tests were performed in two parts. The lift and drag 
balance were set for maximum sensitivity and the 
airfoils were tested at low angles of attack; that is, up 
to 40 . Then, in order to permit recording the larger 
forces for the higher angle of a ttack, the sensitivities 
of the lift and drag balances were reduced and the 
high angle-of-attack tests were performed. Because 
of the small clearance between the airfoil and the hole 
in the end plates through which the airfoil protrude , 
additional end plates were required for the high angle-
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of-attack tests. The holes in the end plates were 
kept the same size as formerly but were moved lightly 
to one side to prevent the airfoil from touching and to 
keep the clearance as uniform as possible throughout 
the tests as the aiTfoil deflected tmder the high loads 
encountered at high angles of attack. 
The tests in each part were made in pairs, airfoil 
of the same thickness being te ted con ecutively. 
The operating procedure was identical in other respect 
with the description previously given. 
P R ECISI O 
The various factors contributing to inaccuracy in 
these experiments may, in general, be classified under 
two major divisions. The first consists of errors in 
measurements made to determine the dynamic pres-
sure and the second con ists of errors in the evaluation 
of the actual forces and moments. 
Inaccuracies arising from the dynamic-pressure 
variation acro s the throat are insignificant. The 
value of the static-plate calibration factor was checked 
over the speed range three times while the tests were 
in progress. The maximum differences found were 
approximately 1 percent. Determinations of this 
factor may, however, have a consistent error due to a 
constriction effect at the throat when the aiTfoil is 
in position. The magnitude of this error is unknown, 
and because of the difficult nature of the problem, a 
satisfactory solution has not yet been obtained. 
Accordingly, no correction has been applied. 
Balance calibrations before and after each group of 
tests agreed very closely. The lift calibration agreed 
to within 1.5 percent and the drag calibrations agreed 
to within 1 percent. The differences in the moment 
calibrations were less than either of the above and 
may be considered negligible. The evaluation of 
tare corrections resulting from aiT leakage where the 
model passes through the tunnel wall was not feasible. 
However, tests made with no model in place and with 
the holes in the tunnel wall closed indicated the 
presence of small tare readings of uncertain origin for 
which the data have been corrected. The magnitudes 
of these correction are - 0.020 for the lift coefficient, 
0.0005 for the drag coefficient, and 0.020 for the 
moment coefficient. These corrections have been 
checked by repeat tests to within 0.001 for the lift, 
0.0003 for the drag, and 0.005 for the moment. A 
few repeat tests of those airfoils at various angles of 
attack indicated that the results could be reproduced 
to within 3 percent except for high angle of attack 
at high speeds, when the flow was unsteady. 
R ESULTS 
The results of the tests are presented in figures 8 
to 13, inclusive. These figures show the variation in 
the force and moment coefficients with speed for a 
given angle of attack. Oomplete data for one airfoil 
are presented in each figure, each curve showing the 
variation of one of the three coefficients over the 
speed range for one angle of attack. In the presen-
tation of the moment-coefficient data, the origin of 
the axes for each angle of attack has been raised 
above that for the previous angle of attack so that 
the moment curve for any angle may be easily dis-
tinguished. 
Additional figures are presented to show the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the airfoils in more familiar 
form and also to illustrate further the effects of com-
pressibility on the important characteristics. Figures 
14 to 19, inclusive, are plots of the lift and drag 
coefficients against angle of attack. These curves are 
presented for several speeds to provide an easy com-
parison with previous work. Figure 20 shows the 
variation of the drag coefficients of all six airfoils 
with speed for three values of the lift coefficient and, 
in addition, the variation of the minimum drag with 
speed is shown. Figure 21 illustrates the effect of 
compressibility on the slope of the lift curve. Figures 
22 and 23 illustrate an application of these data to 
the computation of propeller characteristics. 
DISCUSSIO 
Comparison of airfoils.-The comparison of the e 
airfoil should be made on the basis of lowest profile-
drag coefficient for any fixed value of the lift coeffi-
cient becau e this characteristic is generally of para-
mount importance in the selection of airfoil sections 
for propeller. If airfoils of like thiclme s are com-
pared, it is apparent from figure 20 that the 0 airfoil 
have lower profile-drag coefficients than the corre-
sponding R airfoils except at high values of the lift 
coefficient. However, the differences at high values 
of the lift coefficient are light except for the thinne t 
ections at low speed. The reason for the advantage 
of the 3R6 aiTfoil over the 306 airfoil is apparent from 
an examination of figures 14 and 17. The maximum 
lift coefficient of the 306 aiTfoil is lower than that for 
the 3R6 aiTfoil and the consequent earlier burble of 
the 0 airfoil causes its efficiency to drop sooner than 
the efficiency for the corresponding R aiTfoil. Further 
examination of figure 14 to 19 indicate that all the 
o aiTfoils burble at somewhat lower lift coefficients 
than the corresponding R airfoil . 
It i apparent from this com pari on that 0 aiTfoils 
are, in general, superior to corresponding R sections 
for propeller applications except for very high-pitch 
propellers operating at low values of V/nD where the 
angle of attack of the propeller blade sections are 
in the region of maximum lift. This conclusion is in 
substantial agreement with previous propeller tests 
(reference 6). 
The differences between the moment coefficients for 
corresponding uiTfoils of the two families are relatively 
unimportant for propeller application, but it is to be 
noted that the differences over the entiTe speed range 
are ill accord with the results of previous low-speed 
tests. The lift-curve slopes (taken as the slope of the 
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lift curve in the low-drag range) of the R airfoils are 
sligh tly higher than the lift-curve slope for the cor-
responding 0 airfoil except for the thickest airfoil . 
However, the differences are not very great, and, in 
view of the difficulty of accurately measuring: this 
quanti ty, no definite conclu ion should be drawn. 
Variation of the airfoil characteristics with thick-
ness.- Figure 20 how a uniform increa e of min-
imum-drag coefficients with increasing thickness and, in 
addi tion, how with one exception a like hanae for 
the drag coefficient at various values of the lift coeffi-
cien t. At lower speeds the drag coefficien t of the 306 
airfoil for a lift coefficient of O. i higher than might be 
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reduction of Lhe lift-curve slope. The maximum lift 
varia tions have not been studied in detail becau e the 
vRlues of thi characteri tic are not defini te a t high 
speed . 
Effects of compressibility.- As the veloci ty of the 
air past the mod el is increa ed, pronounced chanae 
occur in the aerodynamic characteristic of the airfoil. 
The e changes are be t studied by referring to fig ure 
8 to 13, inclu ive. The lift coeffi cients increase a the 
peed i increa ed, lowly as the peed is increased over 
the lower portion of the range, then more rapidly as 
peeds above half the velocity of so und are exceeded, 
and finally a t higher speed, depending on the airfoil 
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FIGU RE 2O.- Effect or cOlllpressibility on drag. 
expccLed, which as previously no ted is du e to the early 
bllrble of this C airfoil. T il e moment coo(FLCient ao l 
th e angie of zero 'lil t show uniform changes with thick-
ness. The e quantitie , al though not primarily de-
pendent on thicknes change , may be xpected to 
ch ange in a y tema tic m a,nner becau e the method 
employed for varying the airfoil thiclme al 0 varie 
the mean camber. An examina tion of fiaures 
show the moment variation with increa ina thicknes 
and figures 14 to 1 9 show th e angle of zero-lift varia-
tion. Tbe efrec t of thickne varia tion on lift-curve 
slope i no t a uniform a the hano-es of the other 
aerodyn, mic Pl'opcl'tie. 11 w vcr, it j 1I0wlI in 
figure 21 that increa ed thicknes , in aoneml, call es :1 
ec Li on and Lhe ang-Ie of aLtack, the flow breaks dowl1 
as hown by a drop in the lift coefficienL. Th is break-
down of the flow, hereinafLer called the CO Illpl'eS ibi li Ly 
burble, occur at lower speeds as the lif t i increa ed by 
changing th anale of at tack of th model. At Lh e 
highest lift coeIftcien ts, whi ch are in the region of t he 
normal burble, the breakdown of the flow OCcur ul 
low speed and, because of the un teadine s of the 
flow, the curve of lift coefficien t plotted again t peed 
become irrea ular . The d rag coefficient behave in a 
ill1ilar mann er. A small bu t teady increa e in drag 
as the p eel i increased is observed, which co ntimlCS 
un til the co mprc ibili ty btll·blc i retl hed. At Lhi · 
point the drag coefficien ts rise rapidly Lo valuo several 
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Lime:,; as large a the low-speed values. As with Lhe 
liIL coefficient, Lhe rapid rise in the drag coeffi ien L 
occurs at lower speeds a the ang] e of attack i increased 
until finally, at angles of attack in the neighborhood of 
.20 1 --4+co~ hfl,w)~e Lop"! 
I 1 / , I I 
,( k ~ V f\ tic = 0.0!!; ;:' 
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F,GURE 21. le tTect oC compressihilit y on lilt . 
the normal stall at low pee Is, Lhe drag ri se rapidly 
at velocities of the order of 0.4 Lhe velocity of ound. 
The variation of the momenL coefficient i i11111ar Lo 
Lhe variation of the lift and drag coefficient. The 
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11' J{;URt-: 22, - ('omparison of COIllJH lt cd and m easured propeller c;hnrnclcrislil'S 
tip ~pccd O.i5 \ '" ('·10 propeller. 
momenL increase, numerically fl the peed i:,; in-
crea ed, Lhis change continuing until the COJllprr~ i-
o ili ty burble is rea ched. At thi point rapid chano-e 
in the mOlllent OCCllr. 
The effect of eompre sibi1i ty of the moment co fTi-
c iont is of considerable importance in the structural 
de ign of fast-diving airplane. peeds in the neigh-
borhood of half the velocity of ound are commonly 
attained by mo t airplane of thi type when in a dive, 
and if low- peed moment data arc applied to the de ign 
of the spars large erro r in Lhe c timation of th e dist rl-
lHilion of load between Lhe spar lllay be inLrod uc d. 
Further change in Lho aerodynamic characteristic 
occur as the speed i incl'ea ' ed. The lift-curve lope 
increase with the speed until a speed corresponding Lo 
the general breakdown of the fiow is reached. Above 
thi p eed the lift curve how either discontinuities or 
irregularities of form. (ee figs . 14 to 19 and fig. 21.) 
Figures 14 to 19 al 0 how large changes in the angle 
of zero lift at hio-h speeds. The value is bu t little 
affected by peed changes until the compre ibility 
burble occurs. At higher speeds the zero-lift attitude 
approaches zero angle of attack. The changes a re 
shown in the following table, which has been compiled 
from figures 14 to 19 . 
---H.S. T. (c omputed) 
- -P.R. T. (measured, inc luding 
.081---l--+--+-p r opeller-body interaction) 
I L 
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FIGt:RE 23.- Compari 'on oC com puled and measured propeller characleristics-
tip speed 0.9 1'" ColO propeller. 
0.4 0.6 
Airfoil 
- --1-----, 
3CO -2.5° -2.45° 
3R6 -2.3° - 2. 2° 
3C - 3.55° - 3. 5° 
3R -3.2° -3. 2° 
3ClO -4. 35° -4. 35° 
3RlO -4.0° - 3. 0 
O.i o. 
Angle oC zero lilt 
-2, 45° 
- 2.3° 
-3. 4° 
- 3. 2.;° 
- 4.35° 
- 4.0° 
_2.5° 
- 2.4° 
-3.10 
-3.3° 
-3. gO 
? - 0 
-_. 1 
0.83 0.85 
The hiIt of the angle of zero lift i not shown by the 
thinnest airfoil becau e the compre ibility burble at 
10'" lift take place at p ed lightly higher than tho e 
]"rcorded in the table. Thr 1'e ult hown in the tahIr, 
a wr11 a the 1'e nit h \\"11 by figme 20 and 2], len cI 
to Lh ('onclu ion LhaL the prrd aL \\'11ich thr comprr, si-
bili ty l)Lu'hlc OCCUI" i n flUH'tion of the <lirfoil thicknrss. 
I' • 
Thr table how no changr in th angle of zr1'O lift aL 
5 percent of ound wlocity for the thinne t airfoils. 
The percent thick airfoils how <1 change in HngJr of 
zero lift in the neighborhood of O. 1'( and the thicke t 
airfoil how thi change occLlrring at peed slightly 
in exce s of 0.7 re. ~\.n examination of the profile-drao-
coefficient cune for zero lift coefficient (fig. 20) ho\\' 
th e rapid ri e in drag occurring at ub tnn tinlly th (' 
samr v al ues ns tho, previously 110ted for the angle-or-
zel' -lift change'. 
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All the data indicate that the flow breakdown occurs 
at speeds well below the velocity of sound. The early 
breakdown of flow is probably due (references 7 and ) 
to the fact that the ind ced veloci tie over the airfoil 
are higher than the main-stream veloci ty and r ach 
the velocity of sound when the main-stream velo ity 
is much lower than the speed f sound . There are 
orne reasons to believe that the attainment of ound 
velocity at any point in the field of flow cau e a marked 
change in the type of flow and i probably respon ible 
for the compressibili ty burble. The experimental data 
tend to sub tantiate this deduction. The compres i-
bility burble, a indicated by the peak of the curve 
of the lift coefficien t plotted again t V /Ve for various 
angle of attack (figs . to 13), occurs at lower speeds 
as thc angle of attack or the lift i increa ed. The 
shift of the angle of zero lift following the compl'e si-
bili ty burble is attributed to the r duction in lift ov I' 
the upper surfa e of the airfoil \ hich occurs concur-
rently with the flow breakdown. 
Theoretical investiga tions of the effect of compressi-
bility have 0 far yield ed bu t li ttle information regard-
ing the ac ual flow phenomena, principally becau e of 
ma thematical complication ari ing in the analy i . 
Rayleigh and Bryan (referenco 9, 10, and 11 ) have 
attempted olution but the mathematical complica-
tion involved in the application of their work eem to 
have vir tually prohibited the solution of any pntctical 
problem. ~!(ore recently T aylor, Glauert, and Ackoret 
(reference 12, 13, and 14) have attempted olu tion 
and ha ve to some exten t ucceeded in predicting some 
of the efl'ect that have been ob erved e>'''Perimentally. 
The mechanical method for olving fluid flow a devi ed 
by Taylor (reference 12) indicate that a change in the 
type of flow occurs wh en the velocity at any place in 
the field of flow, and not nece sarily the veloci ty of the 
main tream, attain the velocity of ound. Tlu work 
is of importance in that it points to defini te limitations 
in the theoretical analysi of Gla uert and Ackerct. 
The succe of the mechanical method for solving ri uid 
nows depend on an analoO'y between thr rq lI a tioll s 
for the il'l'otational motion of a nuid and the eq lla tions 
for the fl ow of electric current in a sheet of cO lldu ctiJl g 
ubstancc of variabl(, depth, an electrolyte in T ay lor's 
eX]JNiment. As tb experimen ts with thc r lrclri(' 
analogy progressed, i t became apparent that no solu-
tion cou ld be obtained if the veloc ty of the fluid at 
any poin t in the field of riow eq ualcd or ex eeded the 
velocity of sound . Thi fact lead to th inference 
thllt irl'otat ional motioll, the type of flow postulated 
hy Glallert· :Inc] Ackel'et, does not exist jf ound peed 
is r(' ;1 ch('d at any point in the field of flow . T aylor' 
experiment on the 12X percent tlucle R.A.F. 31a airfoil 
indica tr a change in type of flow at a main- tream 
veloc it\, hr twoen 0.5 Ve and 0.65 Ve when the attitude 
of the ai rfoi l is such tbat the low- peed lift coefficient 
n t h(' ncigh bothood of 0.. The pre nt work indi-
. cates that a breakdown of the flow OCCllrs a t a speed 
of approximately 0.64 Ve for the thicker airfoils when 
their attitude is the same as that of the R.A.F. 31 a 
in T aylor' experiments. It would seem, therefore, in 
view of the agreement of the direct experimental and 
mechanical method of measurement regarding the 
breakdown in flow, that any theoretical analy is of 
the effect of compre sibili ty postulated on irrotational 
motion is inapplicable at relatively 'high speeds. 
This limitation is impo ed on the theoretical work of 
Glauert and Ackel'et. In addition, Glauert's work i 
further re tricted becau e i t a sume that the veloci ty 
at the surface of the airfoil does not differ appreciably 
from the main-stream velocity. Ackeret's method of 
nalysis differs omewhat from Glauert's, but it al 0 
is ubject to the same re triction . Both agree, how-
ever, on the chanO'e which nlight be expected in the 
early stage . Th important conclu ion reached by 
hoth i that the lift-curve slope may be expected to 
n J'Y propor tionately with the factor (1 - (V/Ve)2)-J6 . 
I n order to verify this prediction the theoretical lift-
CUl'Ye slope variation has been plotted again t V /Ve 
with the experimental result in figure 21. The simi-
lari ty of the experimental curves to the theoretical 
curve is striking and leads to the conelu ion that at 
peeds below that at which the compre ibility burble 
oc ur, the application of the factor to the kno wn 
expcrimenLal lif t-curve lope at low peeds is j u tified 
for practical purpose. 
Glauert' work al 0 indicaLe that the chord of the 
airfoil in a compl'es ible flow i effectively shorter than 
the chord of the airfoil in an incompres ible flow. The 
effect of compressibili ty i then to increase the effective 
camber of the airfoil and as f1 result the moment coeffi-
cient may be expected to incrcase numerically. Th0 
moment-coeiftcient curve (figs. to 13) how a change 
in the ame direction as that prAcli ctcd. 
Comparison with previous work. - Airfoils similar 
to those tudied in thi inve ti:;ation , !l well as other 
airfoil , have been tested previou ly o\'er a wide peed 
range but the result of t he earlier investigations are 
not directly comparable with these fe liltS because of 
diri'erent te t conditions. The earliest experimental 
in vestigation of airfoil characteri ti as affected by 
eompressibility is de cribed in reference 15. imilar 
, airfoils were later tested (reference 16) over a wider 
peed range in a difYerent form o f wind tunnel. Pre -
sure-di tribu tion test of the e airfoils were also made 
(reference 7) but quantitative correlation with previous 
re lilt wa again impos ible becau e of different test 
condition. The late t measurement are those given 
in reference 5. one of the foregoinO' investigations, 
however, afford a quantita ive compari on with the 
pre ent investigation . The te t of reference] 5 con-
i ted only of lift mea uremen tR of ix airfoils of I-inch 
chord and 6-inch pan mo unted on a entral upport in 
11 14-inch diameter wind tunn el. The results are 
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of limited value becau e of the small speed rn,nge and 
the low Reynold JumbeI'. The tests described in 
reference 16 were made in an open-jet wind tunnel. 
The models were of 3-inch chord; they extended across 
a jet of air is uing from a 12.24-inch nozzle and pro-
jected into the till-air region on either side of the jet. 
The air rni-..;:ed directly with the atmosphere. The 
te ts described in references 5 and 7 were made in a 
similar tunnel but the diameter of the air jet wa 2 
inches and the chord of the models was 1 inch. The e 
results are, of course, subject to large aspect-ratio cor-
rections and because of the unknown influence of the 
jet boundaries and model end conditions, these cor-
rections are unknown. The results are therefore 
comparable only qualitatively with the results of thi 
inve tigation. ome te t of other airfoils have been 
made in England under approximately infinite aspect-
ratio condition in a small wind tunnel so that although 
the tunnel-boundary conditions are satisfactory the 
Reynold umber for the te t is much smaller than 
that obtained in the pre ent investigation. 
An examination of the effects of compre ibility on 
airfoil characteristics as demon trated by the earlier 
investigations does show good agreement, qualita-
tively, with the results of the present investigation . 
The existence of 11 definite compre ibility burble ha 
been hown and the speed at which this occur ha been 
shown to be influenced by the airfoil thickness and the 
angle of attack of the airfoil (reference 16). The 
marked drag increase has al 0 been demonstrated. 
The gradual change in the moment coefficient for 
speed changes below the speed at which the compre i-
bility burble occurs has not been shown previously. 
This difference may be explained by the inherent inac-
curacy of the methods previously used for measuring 
this quantity (reference 16). The systematic change 
in the lift-curve lope ha been hown by the Briti h 
tests (reference 17), but not by previous American 
tests, which is undoubtedly due to the large influences 
of the boundaries of the air jet used in the American 
tests on the character of the flow over the airfoil. An 
important difference between the present tests and 
those of reference 5 concerns 'the relative advantages 
of C and R airfoils. The results of reference 5 indi-
cate that for airfoil thicknesses les than O.le the R air-
foils are superior to the C airfoils at high angle of 
attack. For thickness ratios of 0.0 or larger the 
difference between the C and R airfoils at high angles 
of attack is shown by the e te t to be mail, but the 
C airfoils are, in general, slightly better. Because the 
differences are mail, it may be that the relatively 
large effects of the jet boundaries in the earlier te ts 
influenced the re ults. Another difference in the 
results of these and previous tests which may be attrib-
uted to jet-boundary phenomena is found in the speeds 
at which the compressibility burble coccurs. The shift 
of the angle of zero lift at very high speeds is substan-
tiated and the advantages of using thin sections in 
preference to thick sections at high speeds are also 
sub tantiated. 
Computation of propeller characteristics.-The six 
airfoils te ted in this inve tigation are u ed chiefly as 
propeiler blade section, and one of the purpose of 
this investigation was to provide better data than 
have heretofore been available on the aerodynamic 
properties of these sections. In order to demonstrate 
the extent to which the re ults of thi investigation 
may be directly applied to practical propeller design, 
the characteristics of a propeller on which tests for a 
wide range of tip speeds are available have been com-
puted from these data. 
The propeller chosen is the 0-10 propeller of refer-
ence 18. The blade sections of thi propeller are 
3010 ections. The pitch of the propeller i 9.6 0 at 
the 0.75 radius. The propeller characteristics have 
been computed from the section data by means of the 
improved vortex theory of Goldstein (reference 19). 
The equations used have been taken from thi refer-
ence and modified so that the standard nondimen-
sional coefficient in u e in thi country may be used 
directly in the formulas. The expression for the 
differential thurst is 
(1) 
The differential torque i obtained from the formula 
(2) 
The rate of advance i given by 
V/nD= 7rCil) (1-~) (1- F) tnn cp (3) 
where the factors F and a2 are obtained from the fol-
lowing eA"})re lOns 
(4) 
~ cos2cp 0 A2 
1 - a.l = --x- 2 sin 2 cp (5) 
and the following are the ymbol u ed: 
cp, the angle between the path of It blade element and 
the plane of rotation 
Be 0=-27rr 
R, tip radiu 
r, ection radius 
B, number of blade 
e, chord of blade section 
Al = OL cos cp- OD sin cp 
A2 = OL sin cp+ OD co cp 
K, a coefficient dependent on rlR, B, find cp 
The e expressions are identical with those given by 
the vortex theory with the exception of the factor 
J 
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cos2cp/K in the expressions for az and F. In order to 
facilitate application of the foregoing equations a 
chart giving values of K /cos2cp for 2-bladed propeller 
plotted against tan cp is given as figure 24. This cbart 
has been taken from reference 19. It is worth noting 
in passing that the factor cos2cp/K becomes unity if the 
number of blades is infinite. The vortex theory as-
sumes that tbe number of blades is infinite and tbe 
agreement of the new theory with the vortex theory 
is complete for this condition. 
The actual calc ulation was carried out in the usual 
manner. Tbe differential thru t and torque coeffi-
cients and rate of advance were computed from the 
foregoing formula . The coefficients were plotted 
against V /nD and from the e plots the thrust and 
torque grading curves were con tructed for various 
values of V/nD. The grading curves were integrated 
mechanically to obtain tbe over-all coefficients of the 
propeller. The computation was carried out for two 
tip speeds, 0.75V/V e and 0.9V/ V e. The airfoil 
coefficients were taken from figure 10 . Calculation 
1.0 
II <: ~ ~I--I' 
I , 
1\ ~ --.......... " r / R =0.30.0. I , ........ 
\ \ ~ 
----
---
-l \ 1\ .8 
\ \ 
""" 
'--.... = 0.450. '''- - -~ 
1\ 1\ "~ .... -z 0.60.0. 
l\\l " "-., """'-, , 
~ ~ , = 0. 750. .4 
'10. .9'50. - X ~ 
, po. 90.0. 
-..!'" 
, 
.... ,.·=0.962 
0. .2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
ton 'P 
FIGURE 24.- Goldstein lactor lor correcting the vortex tbeory lor 2·bladed pro· 
pellers (reprod uced lrom British R . & M. No. J377). 
were made for even 2° intervals of angle of attack. 
The peed of the various propeller sections was taken 
as the product of the tip speed and the ratio of tbe 
section radiu to the tip radius. A light error i 
introduced in this way becau e the resultant speed at 
any section is not exactly proportional to the radius, 
owing to the forward speed. The error i small, how-
ever, for low pitcbes; in the present instances it i 
of the order of 1.3 percent for the highest rate of 
advance. 
The propeller characteristic a computed from the e 
data and the mea ured propeller characteri tics, taken 
from reference 18, are plotted in figures 22 and 23. In 
view of the fact that the measured propeller character-
istics are influenced by the effects of the bub chag and 
the propeller-body interaction, exact agreement cannot 
be expected. Previous experience, however, indicate 
that the net interference effect is small because the 
effects of the hub drag and the additional drag of the 
body due to slipstream tend to compensate the effects 
of the body on the propeller characteri tics, so that a 
comparison of the compu ted and the mea ured 
propeller characteristics may be expected to yield infor-
mation of some value. 
The important difference between the computed and 
the mea ured characteristics is in the value of the 
thru t coefficient when the tip speed is equal to 0.9 
V e. This difference cau es a marked reduction in the 
propeller efficiency as deduced from the airfoil data. 
Apparently, the maximum efficiency from tbe computed 
characteristics begins to fall off at lower tip speeds 
than the corresponding efficiency from the measmed 
charac teris tics. 
There are several possible causes for the disagree-
ment at the high tip speed. The most important factors 
contributing to the difference are probably Reynolds 
Number differences and a constriction at the test 
section of the high- peed tunnel when the model is in 
po ition. Test made in England of model propeller 
have shown a drop in efficiency at speeds lower than 
that shown by the full-scale tests. This difference 
between the model and full-scale test has been attrib-
uted to Reynolds umbel' differences. The Reynolds 
Number of both the present tests and the Briti h model 
propeller tests giving similar results is in the neighbor-
hood of half that attained in the full-scale propeller 
tests of reference 18. 
A constriction effect at the test section due to tbe 
pre ence of the model would also tend to cau e a 
difference in the same direction a that hown in figure 
23. In substance, the velocity and q as determined 
from the tatic-plate mea urements would be lower 
than the effective velocity and q at the throat. As a 
result, the observation plotted in figure 8 to 13 would 
be plotted at speeds lightly lower than the correct 
values and the coefficients would be omewhat larger 
than the true values. Tbe magnitude of the constric-
tion or blocking cOlTection would probably be greater 
for high speed and high angles of attack than for low 
peed and low angles of attack. 
A thorough inve tigation of the au es of the di -
crepancy would require considerable additional experi-
ment. The variation of the ma:ll.imum efficiency of a 
propell r with tip speed should fir t be tudied by 
mean of flight te ts to verify or disprove the re ults of 
the te t in the propeller-re earch tunnel. The effects 
of the body behind the propeller (a fu elage hou ing 
a D-12 engine in the tests of reference 18) should be 
investigated by mean of te ts of the propeller without 
a body. The effects of Reynolds Number should be 
inve tigated by means of tests of a geometrically imilar 
model in the propeller-research tunnel. The blocking 
or constriction correction for the high- peed tunnel 
result cannot be investigated with the equipment now 
available. The method of determining tbis correction 
consists of te ting geometrically similar airfoil of 
different chord. If this were to be done in the equip-
ment now available the Reynolds Jumber would vary 
l _ 
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as well a the constri tion at thc throat. A method 
suitable Ior establishing this ('on ection is the construc-
tion of a high-speed wind tunnel similar to the pre ent 
tunnel, but different in size, and the testing in both 
tunnels of airfoils of the arne chord. The R eynolds 
N umber would then be the same for the tests in each 
tunnel bu t the effect of constriction would depend on 
the sizes of the tunnels. One additional recommenda-
tion, but one which at present seem to offer but little 
po sibility of succes , is a theoretical analysis of the 
flow in the tlmnel with a view to determining the con-
striction correction. The analysis should include an 
examination of the effects of compressibility. This 
stipulation is important but, becau e of the mathemati-
cal difficul ty involved, a solution by this means eems 
improbabl e. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Clark Y airfoil sections are superior to R .A.F . 6 
airfoil section for propeller applications except for 
high-pitch propellers operating at low values of V jnD. 
2. For propeller rotating at very high speeds, thin 
section are better than thick ections. 
3. As the speed of the air flowing past an airfoil is 
inereased the lift, drag, and moment coeffi cients under-
go a mall numerical increase which continues until a 
compre sibility burble occurs. 
4. A the speed is further increased the breakdown 
of the flow corresponding to the compres ibili ty burble 
is evidenced by a drop in the lift coefficient and a rapid 
increase in the drag coefficient. 
5. The speed at which the compressibility burble 
occur is dependent on the angle of attack and the 
thickness of the airfoil ; increa ing either of these 
causes t he compressibility burble to occur at lower 
speeds. 
6. Although the Reynolds r umbers at which these 
te ts were conducted are low the re uIt indicate that 
errors may be expected in the estimated de ign load 
for airplanes which attain speeds such as tho e at tained 
by diving bomber when in a dive if the effects of com-
pre ibility on the wing moment coeffi cient are 
neglected. 
7. These results indicate that the limited theory 
available may be applied with ufficient accuracy for 
most practical purpo es only for speed below the com-
pre sibility burble. 
LANG L EY 11EMORIAL AE RONA 'l'ICAL L ABORATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMl'l'TEE FOR AlmONA U 'I' ICS, 
LA GLEY FIELD, Match 28, 1933. 
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TABLE I 
AIRFOIL ORDl ATE 
[NoTE.- All values in percent of chord] 
308 3010 3R6 3R8 3RlO 
I Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower 
surface surface surface surface surface surface surface surface surface surface surface surface 
- - - ------------ --- --- --- - -- - - - ---
1. 79 1. 79 2.39 2. 39 2. 99 2.99 
---.---- -------- -------- -.--- - -- _.------ --------
2. 0 .99 3.73 1. 32 4.66 1.65 
_.------ -------- -------- -. - -- - -- -------- --------
3.33 .75 4.44 1.00 5.56 1. 26 2.46 0.00 3.28 0.00 4. 10 0.00 
4.05 .48 5.40 .64 6.75 0 3.M .00 4. 72 .00 5.90 .00 
4.64 . 32 6.05 .43 7. 56 .54 4.23 .00 5.66 .00 7.08 .00 
4. 92 .22 6.56 .29 8.20 .36 4.74 .00 6.32 .00 7.90 .00 
5.4 .08 7.3 1 . 10 9.14 . 13 5.37 .00 7.16 .00 . 95 .00 
5.82 .02 7. 77 .02 9.72 .03 5.70 .00 7.60 .00 9.50 .00 
6. 00 .00 . 00 .00 10.00 . 00 5.99 .00 7.9 .00 9.9 . 00 
5. 5 .00 7. 0 .00 9.75 .00 5.94 . 00 7. 92 .00 9.90 . 00 
5. 40 .00 7.20 .00 9. 00 .00 5.70 .00 7.60 . 00 9.50 .00 
4.69 .00 6.26 .00 7.82 .00 5. 22 .00 6.96 . 00 8.70 .00 
3. 77 .00 5.03 .00 6.28 .00 4.44 .00 5. 92 .00 7.40 .00 
2.68 .00 3.57 .00 4.46 .00 3.36 .00 4.4 .00 5.60 . 00 
I. 44 .00 I. 91 .00 2.39 .00 2. Il .00 2.82 .00 3.52 .00 
.76 .00 I. 02 .00 1. 27 .00 1.4 . 00 I. 97 .00 2.46 .00 
.06 .00 .08 .00 .10 .00 
------- - -----.-- -------- -------- ---.---- --------
-------- -------- -------- - - ------ -- -- ---- --------
.60 .80 1.00 
----_.-. -------- --._---- -------- ---- - --- -------- .46 -------- .62 -------- . 92 --------
0 
y 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Sym-Designation bol symbol Designation bol 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling _____ L LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ___ _ M NormaL ______ Z Z yawing ___ __ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
0,= q~S Om=::S Cn = qfs 
Linear I Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nentaJong Angulnr 
axis) 
Y---> Z roll ______ c/> u P 
Z---> X pitch _____ (J v q 
X---> Y yaw ___ __ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
pID, 
VI, 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter. 
Geometric pitch. 
Pitch ratio. 
Inflow velocity _ 
Slipstream velocity_ 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~D" pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= pn~D5 
P, Power, absolute coefficient Op= fn.~· pn IF 
OS, Speed power coefficient = -V~~:. 
"I, Efficiency. 
n, Revolutions per second, r. p. s. 
<P, ElIective heli" angle = tan-I (2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. =76.04 kg/m/s=550 lb./ft'/sec_ 
1 kgjmjs=0.013I5 hp . 
1 mi.fhr. =0.44704 mls 
1 mjs=2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi.=1609.35 m=5280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 
